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a) Rewrite the following sentences correctly according to the instructions given after each. Make other changes if necessary but do not change the meaning of the sentences.

I) John has probably forgotten the date of his examination.
   (Begin: In........)

ii) Very few countries are as large as India.
   (Use ('larger'))

III) The Sergeant said, 'Did you have any training before'?
   (Rewrite using: 'whether' or 'if')

iv) If you don't come, I will not go.
   (Begin: Only.............)

v) He sold his house to a wealthy diamond magnate
   (Rewrite using 'bought' instead of 'sold')

b) Complete each of the blanks (1-5) using the appropriate form of the verbs given in the brackets:

The falcons were obviously in a heat of fury when the Ravens (1)......(come) scouting along the cliff. The falcons (2)......(attempt) to drive away the Ravens. The Ravens, however, (3).......(fly) unconcerned to and fro. Only at the last split second of each falcon's drive (4).......(do) the Ravens turn over sideways to present that remarkable beak which (5).......(can) transfixed the falcons were it to continue it's wild drive.

c) Fill in the blanks with appropriate words:

i) He was let off __a fine.

ii) The Principal called __a written explanation.

III) Where did you come__this word?
iv) How did this topic come___.

v) The Chairman assured the Committee that he would look ___ the matter.
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